## Task Description & Scoring Guidelines

### Task 1: The Active Mine
- Disarmed: 5 points
- Removed Arming Device to platform: 5 points

### Task 2: The Disposal Vault
- Opened Vault: 5 points
- Closed Vault: 5 points
- Closed Vault Latch: 5 points

### Task 3: The Garbage Patch
- Items moved to pool deck: 10 points each

### Task 4: Sunken Waste
- Waste items moved to disposal platform: 3 points each
- Bonus for waste items deposited through Vault Hoop: 2 points each

### Finish Time: (Enter actual stopwatch time)

______: ______:______
(M) (S) (1/100)

### Diver Assists and Penalties: ______
Add 2 minutes for each diver assist and penalty

### Adjusted time:

______: ______:______
(M) (S) (1/100)

### Bonus points based on adjusted finish time.
- < 4 min: 10 points
- < 6 min: 8 points
- < 8 min: 4 points
- < 10 min: 2 points

Master Scorekeeper will verify

### Total Points:
Max. 110 points with bonus

---

Judge’s name: ____________________________
Team member initial: __________

Team member to initial after verifying score and time

Lane #